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The mission of Chess-In-the-Schools is to motivate children to develop
their higher order thinking skills, self-confidence, and to instill in them a
desire for academic achievement. A child taking part in a chess program
develops logic, reasoning, and problem solving abilities; memory,
concentration and visualization skills; critical thinking; patience; and
determination. Perhaps most importantly, young chess players develop a
can-do spirit which tells them work hard, work smart, and you can
achieve anything.

If you d like to make a donation to Chess-In-the-Schools volunteer your
time, or just drop us a line and let us know how we are doing, write us
at:

Or call us at (212) 757-0613 between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. Monday
through Friday.

353 W. 46th Street
New York, NY 10036

Warm regards

1-vf~
Kevin R. Kosar
& The Chess-In-the-Schools Staff

Chess-In-the-Schools is a non-profit corporation qualified as a 501 (c)(3)
Chess-In-the-Schools currently serves over 20 000 children in 14 cities around the United States.
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What is chess?

Some people say that chess is an art. Other people say chess is a
science. And Bobby Fischer, great chess player, said "chess is life.
One thing we can all agree on is this: chess is fun!

What kind of game is chess?

Chess is a board game played by two people. One player has 16 white
(or light) pieces an the other has 16 black (or dark) pieces. First, the
player with the white (or light) pieces moves one of his white (or light)
pieces. Then the player with the black pieces moves one of his black
pieces. Then white gets to move a piece. And then black moves a piece.
You just keep taking turns moving your own pieces until the game ends.

What does the chess board look like?

The chessboard is 8 squares wide and 8 squares long- that makes 64
squares (8 x 8= 64). The squares on the chess board are white (or light)
and black (or dark). See:



HOW DO WE PLAY?

First, you need to set the board between you and the other player. When
you set the board down, you each should have a white (or light) square
on the right hand corner nearest each of you.

Your Opponent

~ ~ ~ ~ .~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

You

Don t forget: When you set the board between you and your opponent
white goes on the right!

Now it is time to learn what the chess pieces look like and how they
move. There are 6 different kinds of chess pieces. Each is different and
each moves in a different way.
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Each player has two rooks. A rook can move straight forward, backward, to
the left or the right. A rook can move as far as it wants. A black dot marks
the squares to which the rook can move. See:

- ~--~ -

B ~

~ ~..- ..~ .~ .~~ -

White rook 

Black rook

Did you know?

Rooks are sometime called "castles . That's because the rook chess piece
looks like the corner of a medieval stone castle.
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Each player has 2 bishops. One rests on a white (or light) square, the other
on a black (or dark) square. A bishop moves diagonally and can move as far
as you want. But it always stays on the same color.

white bishop

black bishop

rrhe Queen

The queen is the most powerful piece in chess. It can move in any direction.
But best of all , it can move as many spaces as you want (or until it bumps
into another piece!)

White queen: Yf1

Black queen: 



rrhe 1(ing
The King moves one square per turn. The king can move in any
direction. In the diagram below, you see the black king and the white
king. A black dot marks where each king may move.

. ~~~ ~..~ .-

In chess diagrams, the king looks like this:

white king 

black king 
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Each player has two knights. The knight looks like a horse s head
because~ you guessed it- a knight rides a horse! Unlike the other pieces
on the board, knights do not move in a straight line. Instead, they move
in an L shaped way. Two moves in one direction then a quick step to the
left or right. Like this:

On the chess board, the knight may jump over other pieces. That'
because he is riding a horse, of course! See:

.1-

~ ~. - ~ \~

white knight 

black knight 
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Each player has 8 pawns. Moving the pawn is tricky- so listen closely!
At the beginning of the game the pawns all stand in a line. You can
move anyone of them, though it is smartest to move one of the middle
pawns. Now, when you move a pawn from its starting position, you
may move it ONE ill: TWO squares forward. It' s your choice! See:

move # move # 

Now, after a pawn has been moved from its starting position, you may
move it only straightforward one square at a time. Like this:move #2 move #2

it white pawn
black pawn



Now it is time to get ready to play chess. You know need to set the
pieces on the board. The pieces should be set up like this:

Don t forget: the black queen stands on a black square and the white
queen stands on a white square.

Remember:

king= 

~ ~

queen= 
YI1 it' bishop= .I.

knight= 4J rook= ~ pawn= it t



How do you win at chess?

You win by capturing the other player s king. You lose if the other player
captures your king. But how do you do that? What does "capture" mean?

What is "capturing

Let's look
at this diagram.

Here you see a white knight and a black pawn on the chess board. It is
white s turn to move. He can capture this pawn by moving his knight
on to the pawn s square.

It' s that easy! You get to keep his pawn! So just set it beside the board
because it is out of the game. The rule to remember is: if you can move
a piece to a square, then you can capture it!



How the Queen Captures

Here we see that the white queen
can capture any of these black pieces-
except the king.

How the Bishop Captures

The white bishop can
capture any of these four pieces- but
not the king.

How the Rook Captures

The white rook can capture
any of these four pieces, but not
the king.



How the Pawn Captures

The pawn captures is a strange way. He does not capture by moving straight
on to another piece. He captures only the two diagonal squares in front of the
square he rests upon.

WRONG RIGHT

- .- .

In the picture on the left, neither pawn can move. They re stuck! In the

diagram on the right, see how the white pawn can capture the black pawn on
the right or the black pawn on the left. Or, if you like, you can not capture
and just move straight.



How the King Captures

The king captures the same way he moves- straight, backward, left right
diagonally- one square at a time. Below, the king can capture any of these 8
pIeces.

But, in this position, the king cannot
capture the pawn to his right because
that would put him in check. There
a rule against that, which goes: you
can t move your king or another of
your pieces if it puts you king in
check. But what is check?



What Is Check And Checkmate?

Check means that you or your opponent's king is under attack by an enemy
piece. In the diagrams below, the white king is in check.



When your king is in check, you must protect him. You can do this in three
ways: 1) move him out of check

2) block the attack
3) capture the attacking piece

Below is an example of each:

moving out of check

- _

-I- .

- ~~ .. ~- . - .

capturing the attacker

, '

blocking the attack



Checkmate

Checkmate is a check that a king cannot escape. Checkmate means the king
is dead and the game is over. Below you see examples of checkmates. In

each example , it's white s move and the white king cannot escape the attack.
He can t run, he can t block the attack, and he cannot capture the attacking

piece. That's checkmate and that means black is the winner.



Let' s Play Chess!

Who moves first?

White always moves first. Now, you and the other player need to decide who
gets to play the white pieces. So here is how you do that. Take one black
pawn in your hand and one white pawn in your other hand. Then put you
hands behind your back and switch the pieces from one hand to another two
or thee times. Then close each of your hands around one of the pieces and
bring your hands in front of you. If the other player can guess which hand
the white piece is in, he gets to be white. If he guesses the wrong hand, then
you play the white pieces.

Greco (white) His friend (black)

To see how chess is played, let' s go through a game played by two people
who lived over 350 years ago. A man named Greco played the white pieces
because he guessed which hand his friend hid the white pawn in.

...



2. Greco (white)

...

His friend (black)

3. Greco (white)

...

His friend (black)

Greco (white) .4 His friend (black)



Greco (white)

Greco (white)

...

His friend (black)

...

His friend (black)

...

His friend (black)



Greco (white)

Checkmate!

The white bishop is attacking the black
king and the black king cannot run
away, block the attack, or capture the
attacker. Chekmate! Greco has beaten
his friend!



Some Additional Rules

Pawn Promotion

If you advance a pawn to the opposite end of the board, you can make it into
a stronger piece. Most people like to change their pawn into a queen because
the queen is such a strong piece. But you may change your pawn into any
piece you want- but NOT a king.

It' s white s move. The white pawn moves
forward and becomes a queen.

- .. .

'Ii1 .

B B
. ':It

B B

Did you know that every time you get a pawn to opposite end of the board
you can get a queen? Since you start the game with 1 queen and you have
eight pawns , that means you can have up to 9 queens at one time!



You Can t Make a Move If It Puts Your King in Check

This is an important rule. If you make a move and it puts your king in check
then must put the piece back where it was and try another move. Below are
examples of illegal moves which put the black king in check.



The rules for en passant are very strict. You may capture a pawn en passant
only if:

# 1 The pawn you want to capture has not been moved all game

#2 When your opponent moves his pawn, he moves it two squares
forward.

#3 You can only use a pawn (not a queen, king, bishop, rook or knight)
to capture his pawn.

#4 You must capture his pawn en passant immediately. That means , as
soon as he moves his pawn two squares forward, you must then
capture it. You cannot wait until your next turn. If you wait until
your next turn or later to capture his pawn, it is illegal!

Below you see black capturing a white pawn en passant.



Castling

Castling is the most tricky of all moves. When you castle, you move two
pieces at one time. You move both you king and your rook (which looks like
a castle). When you castle, you can castle to the king-side of the board or the
queen side of the board. Here white is castling king-side:

queen-side
(left)

The white king moves two squares to the right and the right rook is set on the
square to the left of the king.



If you are white and decide to castle to the left, you are castling to the queen-
side. You move your king two squares to the left and you set the left rook to
the right of the king. Here is an example of white castling to the queen-side:

queen-side king-side



When Can I Castle?

You may castle only when:

# 1 Your king is has not been moved.

#2 The rook you are castling with has not been moved.

#3 The squares between the king and the rook you are castling with are
empty.

When Can t I Castle?

# 1 Once you move your king, you cannot castle.

#2 Once you move a rook, it cannot castle with your king.

#3 If any piece sits in between your king and the rook you want to castle
with you cannot castle to that side of the board (see diagram).

Neither white nor black can castle
because there are pieces between
the kings and the rooks.



#4 If your king is in check, you cannot castle (see diagram).

Black cannot castle because
white s queen has black in check
(see the line). After black moves
white can castle if he wants.

Black cannot castle because
when he tries to move to the left
he moves through the white rook'
attack (see the dotted line). When
it is white s turn, he may castle.

Black cannot castle because he
would land on the square attacked
by the white bishop (see the dotted
line). When it is white s turn, he
may castle.



Why Should I Castle?

You should castle because it is a good way to protect your king. In the center
of the board, your king may be attacked by many pieces. When you castle
you hide him behind pawns AND you also move your rook into the center of
the board, where it can attack your opponent's pieces.

Now you know all the basic moves of chess. Good luck, and have fun!
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